Universal Anti-Slip **Mini Magnetic Car AC Vent Smartphone Holder**

**Simplicity with Style**

**Setting your phone on a mount in your car has never been easier!** No cradle, no bracket and no clamp. VentGrip Mount Holder features magnetic technology, saving you the hassle of placing your smartphone securely and make sure it doesn't fall out. VentGrip is a space saver, you no longer have to keep your smartphone in the cup holder or dashboard. This holder comes with a 360° swivel head that can be tilted to fit your optimum viewing angle be it landscape or portrait.

**Model Name:** ventGrip  
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---

**NAME** | **HS CODE** | **RTS CODE** | **N.W. (kg)** | **L (cm)** | **W (cm)** | **H (cm)** | **G.W. (kg)** | **Qty** | **G.W. (kg)** | **N.W. (kg)** | **L (cm)** | **W (cm)** | **H (cm)** | **M. BOX LOGISTICS** | **M. BOX LOGISTICS** | **M. BOX LOGISTICS** | **M. BOX LOGISTICS** |
ventGrip | 3926909090 | 3926909090 | 0.54 | 7.8 | 4.3 | 5.7 | TBD | TBD | 9 | 7 | 4.5 | TBD | TBD | TBD | 510 | 280 | 190

**COMPATIBILITY**  
• All Smartphone Devices

**PACKAGING CONTENT**  
• ventGrip

**COLOR**  
Red  Gold  Blue  Silver

**CERTIFICATION**

---

---

Disclaimer: **promate** is a registered trademark of Promate Technologies. All other trademarks or trade names are the property of their respective owners.